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Scholarly and Artistic Works of  
Cleveland State University Faculty, Staff, and Emeriti  
October 26, 2001  

Ammons, Linda A.  

Anderson, Earl R.  

Ashcraft, Mark H.  

Atkin, David J.  


Atkin, David J. and Robert Abelman  

Atkin, David J. and Carolyn A. Lin (Editors)  

Atkin, David J., Kimberly Neuendorf, and Leo W. Jeffres  


Barnhizer, David


Becker, Susan J.


Blackmon, Steven


Whiskey Island Magazine. Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland State University, No. 44, Fall 2001.

Bonder, Bette


Bonder, Bette and Laura Martin


Bonder, Bette, Laura Martin, and Andrew Miracle


Bonder, Bette and Marilyn B. Wagner


Boock, Michael


Carl, Jim

Cherry, April L.


Cieslik, Bob


Cook, Schuyler


Crocker, Phyllis L.


Dal Bello-Haas, Vanina


Davis, Dena S.


**Davis, Michael H.**


**Donaldson, Thomas E.**


**Drake, Daniel D.**


**Ekelman, Beth**


**Eyerdam, Pamela J.**


**Falk, Patricia J.**

Finer, Joel Jay


Flynn, Joan


Forte, David F.


Galván, Delia V.


Geier, Deborah A.


Gelman, Sheldon


Goodell, Joanne E.


Gosselin, Adrienne J.

Gosselin, Adrienne J. (Editor)


Grabowski, Rita M.


Grilly, David M.


Hansman, Catherine


Hartley, Robert F.


Hill, Edward W.


Hoffman, Barbara G.


Jeppesen, Bruce

Jorbin, Lesley


Jouan-Westlund, Annie


Keating, W. Dennis


Kondagunta, Sundaresan


Labrador Herraiz, José J.


Leedy, Walter


Lin, Carolyn


**Lupone, George**


**Mahmud, Tayyab**


**Martin, William R.**


**Mathur, Vijay K.**


**Mauersberger, George**


**Mawdsley, Ralph D.**


McCoy, Patricia A.


McKenna, Mary (Editor)


Meyer-Emerick, Nancy


Mooney, Louise F. (Assoc. Editor)


O'Neill, Kevin Francis


Parker, Kunal M.


Pershey, Monica Gordon

"Children's Elicited Use of Pragmatic Language Functions: How Six- and Seven-year-old Children

Ray, Laura E.


Rindfleisch, Andrew


Rindfleisch, Andrew (Conductor)

*The Light Fantastic* by Cleveland Chamber Symphony Winds. Commissioned by the Library of Congress, 2001. CD.

*What Vibes!* by Phantom Arts Ensemble for American Music. Commissioned by the Fromm Foundation at Harvard University, 2000. CD.

Robertson, Heidi Gorovitz


Romeo, June Hart


Ruben, Alan Miles


Schuttenberg, Ernest M.


Sell, Christine


Silberger, Allan J.


Smith, Mieko K.


Smith, Mieko K., Teresa LaGrange, and Rahul Goel


Smith, Mieko K. and Albert F. Smith


Snyder, David V.


Spicer, Michael W.


Steinglass, Steven H.


Susyne, Eric


Thornton, Glenda


Thornton, Glenda (Reviews Editor)


Valencic, Joseph


Weinstein, Alan C.


White, Frederic


Wilson, James